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The origin of similarity

Results

Summary & conclusion
• Electric current brought about by intense optical field is demonstrated in particular dielectric medium, calcium fluoride.
In other words, the semimetallization of calcium fluoride is induced by optical field.
• The aspect of semimetallization is common for various materials.
- oscillation of charge against CEP of laser pulse reveals the same periodicity as incident laser waveform for all media.
- magnitude of charge transfer with respect to laser field strength exhibit near-exponential increase, qualitatively the same for all media.
• The exponential-like growth is understood by transition within subbands near Fermi level. 

Intraband transitions, which used to be negligible at lower field, contribute substantially near the critical field.
• Similarity among distinctive media is due to confinement of electrons by Wannier-Stark localization within even shorter length than the lattice constant, 
which prevents electrons from ‘feeling’ long-range constituents of crystals.

Charge transfer vs. CEP Charge transfer vs. laser intensity

Despite dissimilar properties of the three crystals,
- The same periodicity as laser is common for each different medium.
- qualitative trend of magnitude of charge transfer versus laser field strength are alike.
 general feature of high field response of dielectrics
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- Zener’s formula is not valid for field strengths near the critical field 
whereas full calculation still holds for the critical field.
 At stronger fields (δ approaches to ~1), 

intraband transition begins to contribute substantially.

Zener’s formalism vs. our new model
Zener’s formalism
- transition between two bands (top VB, bottom CB)
- field strength is assumed to be so small that
displacement equal to the lattice constant 
does not change electron energy significantly.

- periodicity of potential is approximated 
up to 1st order of Fourier component.

e : unit charge
F : field strength
a : lattice constant
Δg : band gap
m : electron mass
X : adiabatic parameter δ

- 4 sub-bands near the Fermi level are considered.
(Two uppermost VB’s and two lowest CB’s)

- Transition between adjacent bands are considered
while that between non-neighboring bands are neglected.

- Possible transitions :
interband (CB1↔VB1)
intraband (VB1↔VB2, CB1↔CB2)

Our model : computation for dipole matrix
- two more subbands (CB2, VB2) are taken into account.

CEP difference of adjacent pulses is fixed to π radian
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Apparatus

Charge transfer vs. time delay in CaF2

- direction of current is reversed for inverted driving field.
- near Δt=0, oscillation at carrier period
 charge carriers are populated and steered by the 
instantaneous optical field
 conductivity increase by 1016 times within 1fs : 
feasibility of controlling electric current at PHz rate

Probability of transition from VB to CB

Charge transfer vs. CEP in CaF2

- Periodicity equal to that of incident laser waveform
- Sensitive to direction : originated from vector quantity

Motivation
Impending limitation of MOSFET-based electronics due to bandwidth limitation & heat problem
 Demand for novel scheme of signal processing

Signal manipulation by optical means is a prospective substitute and is under intensive exploration.

Lately, (1) generation and switching electric current in dielectrics using light field and
A. Schiffrin, et. al., Nature 493, 70 (2013)

(2) reversible control of physical properties of dielectrics are demonstrated.
M. Schultz, et. al., Nature 493, 75 (2013)

This technique needs to be disseminated for better understanding and practical application.

In this study, the authors figured out
(1) Is this phenomenon also exhibited in other material, for instance, calcium fluoride or else?
(2) If so, what is the similarity and difference depending on material?
(3) what is the responsible physical process for this?

App. Phys. Lett 108, 191112 (2016)

App. Phys. Lett 108, 191112 (2016)

Sci. Rep. 6, 21272 (2016)

• Under high-field assumption, 
- spatial confinement of electron wavefunction, namely,  Wannier-Stark localization takes place.
- the eigenenergies of the localized states are equally spaced to ℏ𝜔𝐵 , so-called Wannier-Stark ladder is formed.

• Two electron wavefunctions from different bands residing in the same site undergo strong interaction.
• Transition of electrons become probable for the two interacting bands vial Zener-Keldysh type tunneling.

F. Krausz & M. I. Stockman, Nat. Phot. 8, 205 (2014)

The length of localization :  𝐿𝑊𝑆~ ΤΔ𝑏 𝑒𝐹 where the width of energy band Δ𝑏~6eV.
𝐿𝑊𝑆 is comparable or less than the unit cell size (~5Å ) at field strength of 𝐹~1V/Å .
 no contribution from long-range structure  universality
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Zener    vs.    new model
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